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Mall of the Deads rules v1.2 (edited on 2013, Apr 30 by David Cheng) 

 

Introduction : Mall of the Deads is a free print and play game for two to six players. Each 

player controls a team of survivors who must survive in a mall full of zombies, cultists & 

terrorists. Each survivor has personal objectives to get besides surviving. The goal is to get as 

many objectives (VPs) for characters in your team as possible before game ends.  

 

The game starts at 2:00pm & ends at midnight . Each turn represents one hour, so you have 

to survive in the mall for 10 turns. 

 

COMPONENTS : 

- two maps each of two A4 size 

- two counter sheets (chits & markers) 

- one paper stand sheets x 2 ( for character & enemy stands) 

- 30 plastic bases (6 different color bases [one color each], 24 clear bases) 

- 30 character cards 

- 42 weapon cards 

- two enemy reference sheets (DO NOT cut the enemy cards out) 

- two player aid cards 

- four color dice (red, yellow, green, blue) 

- two cloth bags 

- rulebook 

 

Map boards 

- there are two maps, one map for first floor & one map for second floor 

- Pls note there are no shops on the center part on second floor. 

- Except for security room, each shop/room has a corresponding color die icon to mark its 

position on map. For example,  = Book Store.  

- Most shops/rooms on maps include multiple spaces, but for game purpose, each shop/room 

is considered ONE space only. Chits or character stands in different spaces of a shop/room 

are considered in SAME space. 

- In general, shops on top of the map have small number icons while shops at the bottom of 

the map have large number icons. 

- Each side (left or right) of a floor usually has rooms of same colored die. 

- Characters can move between floors by the two escalators on map. 
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Item List 

   Food - May consume to remove one wound or revive a stunned character 

 First aid kit – may consume to remove 2 wounds or revive a stunned character 

Zombrex – may consume to remove infection marker 

Pan – may spend to absorb one hit 

Bullets – may spend to remove ammo out marker on pistol/magnum/sniper   

rifle/assault rifle 

Shells – may spend to remove ammo out marker on shotgun 

Cash – worth 1 VP 

Gold – worth 2 VPs 

Jewel – worth 2 VPs 

 Watch – worth 1 VP 

 Phone – worth 1 VP 

 Book – get one skill+1 marker 

    – Goal items only 

 Flash – Team with flash may draw one extra chit when searching 

 Fire Extinguisher – May spend to put out a fire in a room or use as explosive target 

  Key – May use to unlock Emergency Exit door 

Keycard – May use to unlock security room 

  Variable item – Check special item chart on player aid card 
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Markers 

 Zombie Control – The room is overrun by zombies. No team can enter 

 Fire marker – The room is on fire. No team can enter except with a fire extinguisher 

 Barricade – The marker is placed on grid border to stop enemy moves 

 Infection marker – place on inflected character cards 

 Ammo out marker – place on ammo out weapon card or stunned character card 

 Special item – get special item from that shop 

 Wound marker 

 First player marker 

 Common Enemy marker 

    Skill markers – add bonus to skills 

 

Character Cards 

There are three kinds of characters cards. Cards with orange heading are player characters. 

Cards with green heading are survivors. Characters with blue heading are rescue team crew. 

   

Player character       Survivor           Rescue Team Crew    
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Character cards icons 

 = victory points gained if character goal is achieved.  = noise value 

 = Hit Point  = Speed = Shooting skill  = Melee skill 

 

Each character card also lists the starting weapons & items (if any), special ability (if any), 

and the personal goal of each character. 

 

SET UP : 

Weapon Decks (cards with yellow heading) 

- Shuffle all range weapon cards into a deck (face-up) 

- Shuffle all melee weapon cards into another deck (face-up) 

 

Stock item pool : pick the following item chits & place them beside the game board to 

form a stock item pool: 

Food x 6  First Aid x 2  Zombrex x 1  Bullets x 4  Shells x 2  

Cash x 4  Gold x 1  Jewel x 1  Watch x 1  Phone x 1  

Book x 1  Teddy x 1  Flash x 1  Fire Extinguisher x 1  

Turn record - Place turn marker  on 2:00pm box of time track on map (second floor) 

 

Characters  

- Each player draws two character cards (orange heading) from the 12 player character cards. 

- Each player picks one of the two characters he drew as team leader.  

- Each player picks the corresponding character stand for the team leader & put it onto a 

plastic base with a color he likes (red, orange, yellow, green, brown or white). 

- Each player places their corresponding character chits on the XP track of 2nd floor map. 

 

Staring weapons & items 

- Check character cards for starting weapons & items.  

- Place starting weapon card (if any) beneath corresponding character card.  

- Get starting items (if any) from the stock items pool & place them near the character cards.  
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Drawing Bag 

- Place all other character chits into the bag. All character chits have names.  

- Put all remaining item chits (i.e. chits beside those picked for stock item pool) into the bag. 

- Put all enemy chits into the bag.   . All non-item chits without names are enemy chits. 

- Put all variable item chits into the bag.  

Dice Bag – put all four color dice into the dice bag 

 

Character set up 

- Each player draws one die from the dice bag & rolls the die. 

- Place your character stand in the shop corresponding to the number & color of the die. 

(e.g. if you drew a red die & rolled a “3”, starting position is Book Store on first floor 

map.)   

 

Enemy set up 

- Each player draws one die from the bag. Roll the dice & spawn one zombie stand in the 

corridor next to the door of the rolled shop. 

- Place the Zombie Horde marker in the mall entrance space.  on 1st floor map. 

 

Map items set up 

Each player draws 4 chits from the drawing bag & roll one die. Player may place chits 

faced down in any unoccupied rooms of the rolled number regardless of die color. Chits 

may be placed in same or different rooms of same number. (same as in drawing phase). 

 

First player determination – Oldest player gets the first player token.  
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Turn sequence  

1) Event phase - First player rolls 2d6 for random event 

2) Action phase - Starting with 1st player, then clockwise, each player takes any TWO actions: 

- Aim & shoot -  shoot with +1 drm 

- Move & Attack - move, then make shoot or melee attacks 

- Run - Move + 1d6 

- Pray – For each “6” is rolled, move one zombie two spaces or remove one zombie control marker

- Search – draw one chit for each character in a shop 

- Barricade - build one barricade for each “4-6” is rolled 

 Player may make the same action twice, or any combinations of above actions. 

3) Rest phase - trade items/weapons, consume items, revive stun characters 

4) Enemy phase – Resolve enemy attacks, move enemy units 

5) Zombie spawning - Place new zombies, remove noise markers, roll for fire spread 

6) Drawing phase - Each player draws 4 chits from drawing bag & roll 1d6 to place the chits 

7) Player order shift - Pass the first player token to the next player on the left (clockwise) 

 

Character Action 

Aim & Shoot – characters with ranged weapon may shoot at enemies with +1drm.  

.  

Move & Attack – the team may move a number of spaces up to the lowest speed value in 

that team. After movement, the team may make attack on enemies (range or melee).  

 

Run – the team may move a number of spaces up to the lowest speed rating in that team 

PLUS roll of one die.  

 

Pray – roll one die for each character in the team. For each “six” is rolled, the player may 

move one zombie (any type including horde) two spaces in any direction OR remove a 

zombie control marker from a shop.  

 

Search – Each character in a room may draw one chit from the room. A character with range 

weapon may choose to back up instead of drawing chit. Any surprise attacks from enemies 

are cancelled if back-up is done. Reveal the chits for items & survivors. Roll for enemy 

spawning for each enemy chit & resolve surprise attacks if available. 

 

Barricade – roll one die for each character in the team. For each “4-6” is rolled, the player may 

place one barricade on any of the space/room border. Place a noise marker in that space. 
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Random Events 

DR2 - One shop is attacked by Tyrant. Draw one die from bag & roll for a random shop/room. If 

the rolled shop/room is unoccupied, place a fire marker on it & return chits in room to drawing 

bag. If the shop is occupied, characters in the room are attacked by Tyrant. 

    

DR3 - One shop/room is ambushed by cultists. Draw one die from bag. The first player picks one 

occupied shop/room from that sector with same color of die. Characters in the room are attacked 

by cultists. Roll for cultists spawning. No effect if no occupied rooms in that sector. 

   

DR4 – Zombies go hungry. Draw one die from bag. The first player chooses to replace two 

zombies in that sector by two raged zombies. 

 

DR5 – Weapon breaks. The first player chooses to remove one weapon from any character. 

 

DR6 – More zombies! Draw three dice from the bag & add one zombie each to the corridor 

outside the rolled shop/room.  

 

DR7 – Infection!!! Character with most wounds is infected. Place an infection marker on that 

character card. The first player chooses for tie. Any previously infected character will turn to a 

raged zombie. Resolve surprise attack by that raged zombie. 

 

DR8 - Survivor goes panic. The first player chooses one team which cannot move in this turn. The 

chosen team may do other non-moving actions. 

.  

DR9 – Fatigue!!! The first player chooses one team. That team must consume one food or get one 

wound for each character immediately.  

 

DR10 – Zombie spreadout – The first player chooses to remove one zombie control marker from a 

room. Roll one die on zombie spawning table & place spawning stands outside the room. 

 

DR11 – Sniper!!! The first player chooses one team in the corridor. Character with lowest speed in 

team gets two wounds.  

 

DR12 – Zombie hordes!!! Move the zombie horde marker two spaces in any direction by the first 

player.  
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Rest Phase  

During rest phase, players may do any of these freely & simultaneously: 

- trade items & weapons with another team in same room 

- switch weapons for characters 

- consume food, first aid kit or zombrex. 

- revive stun character by consuming one food/first aid kit. 

 

Enemy Phase 

The first player controls all enemy movement with following order & rules: 

1) Resolve attacks on human characters in same space or same room. 

2) Move enemy towards nearest human character within four spaces. If no human characters 

are within four spaces, enemies will move towards nearest noise markers. Each enemy may 

move two spaces each turn. Some enemies may move more than two spaces as mentioned in 

their cards. 

3) Move the Zombie Horde 0-3 spaces. Roll one die & divide the rolled number by two 

(round-down). Move the zombie horde marker that number of spaces along the corridor in 

clockwise. The zombie horde marker stops when it reached a character stand or barricade 

marker. Any team stand or barricade in same space with the zombie horde marker is 

eliminated. When the zombie horde reaches an escalator, it will go upstairs to the second floor. 

 

Zombie Spawning Phase 

1) Place a zombie control marker in each room next to the zombie horde marker. Return all chits 

in that room to the drawing bag. No team may enter a room with zombie control marker. 

2) Draw a number of dice from the bag. For 2:00 - 4:00pm, the number of dice = the number of 

players less two. For 5:00 – 6:00pm, the number of dice = number of players less one. Starting 

from 7:00pm, the number of dice = number of players. Roll each die for spawning location. Roll 

another die on the zombie spawning table on player aid card. Place corresponding zombie 

stands on the corridor space next to the rolled shop. 

3) Remove all noise markers.  

4) Roll a die for each fire marker, if a “5-6” is rolled, fire spread to next room in clockwise. 

 

Enemy Spawning 

- Enemies are spawned either by searching, event or in Zombie Spawning Phase. 

- If the rolled enemy stand is not available, player may choose any stand of same type. 
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Drawing Phase 

Each player draws 4 chits from the drawing bag & roll one die. Player may check the chits, 

then place the chits faced down in any unoccupied rooms of the rolled number regardless 

of die color. Chits may be placed in same or different rooms of same number. If a player 

has zombie chit, instead of placing the chit in a room, he may choose to place a zombie 

stand outside an occupied room with same number. For example, a player drew two items 

chits, one zombie chit & one cultist chit and rolled a “3”. If a room with number “3” is 

occupied, he may place a zombie stand in the corridor outside that room. 

 

Combat - Combat occurs in both action phase & enemy phase. 

Shoot Attack 

- a character with equipped ranged weapon may shoot an enemy within weapon range. 

Shooter should have a clear & unblocked line of sight to the target space. 

- If more than one enemy in target space, shooter must choose to attack which target first. 

- Roll one die for each attack & consult the result on weapon card. 

- Add die roll modifiers for character skills & aim attack bonus (+1). 

- If number of hits = or > target’s hit points , target is killed.   

- If number of hits < target’s hit points after all attacks are done, place corresponding wound 

markers on target’s card or next to the target stand. 

   

For example, Kevin fires at a zombie with his pistol. The player rolls a “5”. On the weapon 

card, it shows a roll of “4-5” will score one hit. But Kevin has shooting skill of +1 which can 

add one to the die roll. Now the roll becomes a “6”, so Kevin scored two hits on the zombie. 

Since the zombie has two hit points, the zombie is “killed” & removed from map. 

- If a target is killed, check the XP value on its card & advance corresponding character chits 

on the experience track. Only characters who took part in the attack can gain XPs. 

- If ammo out result is rolled, place an “ammo out” marker  on the weapon card or remove 

corresponding ammo chit. Ammo out result is not affected by drms. 

- Place a noise marker in the shooting space. 
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Melee Attack 

- Same as shoot attack except that target must be in same room or in same space 

- Only equipped melee type weapon can be used in melee combat. 

- If weapon break result is rolled, remove the weapon card. Weapon break result is not 

affected by drms. 

 

Explosive Attack 

- An explosion occurs when a boomer or fire extinguisher is hit by a ranged weapon. 

- All enemies/characters in same room or within one space of the explosion get 6 hits. 

 

Looting 

- For every cop zombie/cultist/spec ops is killed, the killing player rolls a die.  

- Check the Looting table on the player aid card to see what item/weapon to get. 

- Player may choose either the rolled weapon or ammo for that weapon 

- The player gets a chainsaw if the chainsaw guy is killed. 

- The player gets an axe if the executioner is killed. 

 

Noise Marker 

- Place a noise marker in the space with a team after shooting. 

- Remove all noise markers in zombie spawning phase. 

 

Enemy vs Enemy 

- If different types of enemies (e.g. zombies vs cultists) are in same space/room, they will 

attack each other before attacking human teams. 

- Boss type enemies (including unique enemy like chainsaw guy, executioner, Hunk,  

Kauser) always kill generic enemies. 

- If both enemies are of same tier, one will kill the other depending on enemy types 

- Zombies will kill Cultists automatically 

- Cultists will kill Terrorists automatically 

- Terrorists will kill zombies automatically 
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Enemy Attack 

- Enemy attacks when in same room/space with player character stand or barricade. 

- Check the target preference beside the attack value on each enemy card. Except for noise 

value (attacks highest), enemy always attack character with lowest HP or Speed value. 

- If the target character has equipped melee weapon, the player may roll for blocking. 

(Exception: No blocking for surprise attack). For each hit result on weapon card, the 

character may block one hit & up to a maximum of TWO hits may be blocked. 

Alternatively, a player may discard a pan chit to cancel one enemy hit automatically. 

- Check the enemy card for attack value. If the enemy attack value = or > remaining hit 

points of target character after blocking, the character is killed. 

- If the enemy attack value < remaining hit points of target character after blocking, place 

corresponding wound markers on target character card. 

- If enemy has stun attack, target character is stunned instead. Place an “ammo out” marker 

on the stunned character card. 

- A barricade is removed for every attack point on enemy card 

    

For example, a zombie dog attacks the team with Michelle & Sten. Since the dog has 

surprise attack ability, no blocking is allowed. The dog attacks target with lowest speed, so 

Michelle will be attacked & get one wound. (the dog cancels one wound for her). 

 

Killed character 

- Remove the character card for a killed character. Any weapons can be kept by other 

characters in same team if there are available slots (two per character). Remove the 

character chit from the experience track. 

 

Stunned character 

- A stunned character may not do any actions until revived. A player may revive a stunned 

character by consuming one food/first aid kit in rest phase. A team cannot move with a 

stunned character. A player may abandon a stunned character if no rescue team character is 

present. An abandoned character is killed automatically. 
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Team Elimination 

- If all characters in a team is stunned or killed, the team is wiped out. Remove all character 

& weapon cards. Chits will stay in the space when the team is eliminated. 

- The losing player may pick one new player character card & one survivor card not in play 

previously to form a new team. Take the corresponding character chits from drawing bag & 

place them on the XP track. 

- Draw one die from bag & roll for starting room for the team. 

 

Team Management 

- A team can have up to four characters. (Exception : add one slot for rescue team character) 

- Each character can carry two weapons, one equipped & one on the back. Equipped weapon 

card will be placed face-up beneath the character card. Weapon on the back will be placed 

under the equipped weapon card. 

- Player can switch weapons during rest phase. 

- Item chits are shared by all characters in same team. Place the chits next to any character 

card. 

- character chits are placed on corresponding character cards at start. Once a character gained 

XPs, the character chit is placed on the experience track to track XPs for that character. 

 

Team Movement 

- A team may move a number of spaces up to the lowest speed value in that team. Add one 

roll of spaces for running action. For example, if a team has two characters with speed of 4 

& 3 respectively, the team may move three spaces in a “move & attack” action. 

- A team may pass through a space with enemy stands by passing an evasion check. Roll a 

die, add the lowest speed value of the team & less number of enemies in that space. If the 

adjusted roll = 5 or more, the evasion is successful. If the adjusted roll = 4 or less, the team 

stops in that space & the character with lowest speed gets one wound. 

- If a team is in a space/room with enemies at the start of the action phase, the player must 

make an evasion check before he can move out of the space/room. If he fails the evasion 

check, the team gets one wound (to slowest character) & one action is spent. The player 

may make another evasion check by spending another action if he wants. 
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Searching 

-Each character in a room may draw one chit from the room.  

-A character with range weapon may choose to back up instead of drawing chit. Any surprise 

attacks from enemies are cancelled if back-up is done.  

- Reveal the chits for items & survivors. 

- Roll for enemy spawning for each enemy chit found & place enemy stands accordingly. 

- Check enemy card for each spawning enemy. If the enemy has surprise attack, resolve 

surprise attacks immediately. 

- If “?” chits  are found, check the special item table on the player aid card & get 

corresponding items from the stock item pool. 

- If a pistol chit is found, draw one weapon card from the ranged weapon deck. 

- If a knife chit is found, draw one weapon card from the melee weapon deck. 

- If a chainsaw or rocket launcher chit is found, get the corresponding card from the weapon 

deck. 

- If a character chit is found, the player may choose to invite that survivor to join the team if 

the team got at least one item/character the survivor wants. 

- Please note cultists/terrorists appear only after certain time (shown on time track). If the chit 

is revealed before the arrival time, treat it as a “?” marker & return the chit to drawing bag. 

- All used chits (item or enemy) are discarded. Do NOT return the chits to drawing bag. 

- For example, there are three chits in Food Court . A team of three characters make a 

search action in the room. Since the player wants to get all three chits, he chooses no back-up. 

The three chits are:     

As there is a zombie chit, the player must roll on the zombie spawning table. He rolls a “3”, 

so a normal zombie or female zombie will appear. The player chooses to place a normal 

zombie stand in the room & remove the zombie chit. As the normal zombie has no surprise 

attack ability, the team is not attacked by the zombie yet.  

Now the player draws one weapon card from the range weapon deck & discards the pistol 

chit. He also checks on the special item table for food court & gets a cleaver card from the 

melee weapon deck. 

Now the search action is done. If it’s the first action, he may use the next action trying to kill 

the zombie before it attacks. If it’s the second action, the player is done. The zombie will 

attack his team in the coming enemy phase.   
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Survivors 

- Players may find character chits during searching in rooms. Except the rescue team 

members (Chris, Jill, Josh & Sheva), all other character chits are considered survivors. 

- A player may invite a survivor to join the team if the team has less than four characters. A 

survivor will join the team if the team has any ONE item or character the survivor wants. 

- Character refused to join stays in the place where he/she was found. Team may come back 

to pick up these survivors later after getting the items they wanted. 

 

Rescue Team      

- Chris, Jill, Josh & Sheva are rescue team members.  

- Once found, they will join your team automatically if you want. However, if your team has 

attacked any other player team previously, they will attack your team immediately. 

- You may also reject their request to join. Once rejected, place the chit back to the drawing 

bag instead of leaving them in the room. 

- Once joined, your team can have up to five characters instead of four. However, your team 

cannot attack other player team & cannot abandon stunned characters. If a survivor is found, 

you must invite him/her to join if possible. 

- Once the security room was unlocked, a full rescue team of five must go to the security 

room asap. 

 

Penalty on attacking other players 

- Players are not suggested to attack other player teams directly. However, a player may 

attack other player teams if he wants but with some penalties 

- Place a “common enemy” marker  on the leader character card once the team started to 

attack other player teams. 

- The team with common enemy marker can be attacked by other player teams freely. 

- If a rescue team character is found, the character will attack the team with common enemy 

marker immediately. 

- A team with common enemy marker cannot enter the security room if it’s already occupied 

by other team. 
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Game Goal 

- Game goal is to get most victory points  at game end. 

- Each character has personal goals shown on his/her character card. Player needs to get 

certain items, characters or kill certain enemies to achieve the goal. 

- Once all goals are achieved, player should move the team to the security room or exit to car 

park asap. However, both rooms are locked at the beginning. Player must get the key card 

or Brad to unlock security room. Player must get the exit door key to leave the mall 

through the rear exit. 

- Team may still go to security room or emergency exit on first floor without achieving all 

goals in the team. Once got there, the team may not move to other places. 

- Characters without achieved goal may still score for 1 VP for arriving at security room or 

emergency exit at game end. 

- Teams which cannot reach security room or emergency exit at game end (12:00am) are 

eliminated.  

- This is a competitive game. Player with most VPs at game end wins. 

 

Security Room & Emergency Exit 

- Security room & Emergency Exit are locked when game starts.  

- Security room can be unlocked by keycard (item) or Brad (survivor). Once unlocked, 

any teams can enter security room (except common enemies). 

- Emergency Exit can be unlocked by keys (item). Only team with a key can exit the mall 

from the door. Other teams without keys cannot exit the door. 

- Once a team exited the mall or entered the security room, the player cannot move the 

team out again. 

 

Character Level-up 

- Characters gain XPs by killing enemies. Advance the character chit on experience track 

according for XPs gained shown on enemy card. Once the character chit reached the box 

with upgrade icon , the player may pick a skill +1 bonus marker  & place it on 

corresponding character card. (maximum + 2 for one skill) 
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T.K.   

-T.K. is the boss of the cultists. Once found, all cultists will chase the team with Ashley. If 

Ashley is not found yet, they will chase team with Michelle instead. 

 

Wesker  

- Wesker is the boss of the terrorist. Once found, all terrorists will chase the team with Leon. 

If Leon is not available, he will chase the character with most XPs instead. 

 

Tyrant  

- Tyrant is the zombie boss. Once appeared, it will chase & attack nearest human team. 

 

Optional Rules : 

Army of Darkness – Starting from 7:00pm, -1 drm on zombie spawning roll. 

 

 

CREDITS : 

Game is designed by David Cheng (Ultracheng on BGG).  

Thanks to Boardgamegeek for hosting the wonder site for board game information. 

Thanks to R T for advising on rulebook writing skills 

 

 


